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	Cytokine Inhibitors, 9780824704346 (0824704347), CRC Press, 2000

	Compiling an up-to-date and detailed survey of the role cytokines play in cell-to-cell communication, development, and differentiation, this comprehensive reference highlights the medical advantages of cytokine inhibition and pursues novel methods of discovery for more potent and specific blocking agents.

	

	Investigates the pathogenic role of cytokines and the potential of cytokine inhibitors as anti-inflammatory, anticancer, antiviral agents!

	

	Written by 25 recognized experts revealing recent breakthroughs in research, Cytokine Inhibitors

	
		illustrates cases of naturally produced or in vitro engineered polypeptide cytokine blocking agents
	
		describes all possible approaches to cytokine inhibitors, including monoclonal antibodies, soluble receptors, engineered mutant cytokines, and small-molecular-weight receptor antagonists and signaling inhibitors
	
		clearly explains the homeostatic function of cytokine inhibition and verifies therapeutic approaches effecting natural responses in organisms
	
		discusses the results of clinical trials and therapeutic applications of first-generation recombinant receptor antagonists, such as the potential of tumor necrosis factor antagonists as prominent tools in the therapy of chronic inflammatory conditions
	
		concentrates on the clinical development of second-generation small-molecular-weight, orally bioavailable cytokine inhibitors
	
		reviews the improved understanding of intracellular signaling pathways, the structural determinants responsible for cytokine-receptor interaction
	
		lists the three-dimensional structure, relevant receptors, and intracellular tyrosine kinases of cytokines
	
		and much more!

		Containing over 1400 references as well as tables and drawings, Cytokine Inhibitors serves as an exemplary reference for basic and clinical immunologists; allergists; biochemists; pathologists, hematologists; experimental, cell, and molecular biologists; rheumatologists; infectious disease specialists; medicinal chemists; and medical school and upper-level undergraduate and graduate students in these disciplines.
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PowerShell in DepthManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		PowerShell in Depth, Second Edition is the go-to reference for administrators working with Windows PowerShell. Every major technique, technology, and tactic is carefully explained and demonstrated, providing a hands-on guide to almost everything an admin would do in the shell. Written by three...



		

Academic Tourism: Perspectives on International Mobility in Europe (Tourism, Hospitality & Event Management)Springer, 2020

	This book presents the latest knowledge on the still under-researched field of academic tourism, which over the past decade has gained in importance at local and national economic levels as a result of increasing international mobility of students and academic staff in higher education. A wide range of themes are explored from various...

		

The Innovation Handbook: How to Develop, Manage and Protect Your Most Profitable IdeasKogan Page, 2008

	The Innovation Handbook provides a British perspective on how leaders can move their organization ahead of their competitors and offer new sources of value to their customers. Drawing on a wide range of experience and expertise in strategy, technology, brands, intellectual property, finance, marketing and management, it discusses how...





	

Male-mediated Developmental Toxicity (Issues in Toxicology)Royal Society of Chemistry, 2007
The issue of male germ line mutagenesis and the effects on developmental defects in the next generation has become increasingly high profile over recent years. Mutations are thought to be becoming more prevalent as a result of: exposure to chemicals in the environment; anti-cancer regimes that use genotoxic agents and assisted conception...

		

Mastering the Complex Sale: How to Compete and Win When the Stakes are High!John Wiley & Sons, 2003
Fluctuating customer requirements and competitive forces are putting more pressure on sales professionals. If you work in complex sales, you know that it’s the most competitive and lucrative arena in the sales world. But setting yourself apart from the competition is tough. Success demands superior strategies and precise execution. If the...


		

CryptoGraphics: Exploiting Graphics Cards For Security (Advances in Information Security)Springer, 2006
Software that covertly monitors user actions, also known as spyware, has become a first-level security threat due to its ubiquity and the difficulty of detecting and removing it. This is especially so for video conferencing, thin-client computing and Internet cafes.

CryptoGraphics: Exploiting Graphics Cards for Security...
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